Rehabilitate Lecture Hall Student Wing
Binghamton University
Binghamton, New York

Binghamton University’s Lecture Hall Student Wing building was identified in the campuswide Facilities Master Plan as a building that was not being used to its full potential. Its
evolution since its construction in the 1960s left a 3-story building that housed a maze of
administrative offices and various departments with classrooms that were located along
narrow, generic corridors. The Master Plan suggested that renovations could help the
campus address their shortage of classroom spaces and meet the evolving needs of a
21st century university. architecture+ programmed, designed, and oversaw construction
of renovations of the first and second floors.
architecture+, along with Rickes Associates, provided additional services to complete
a program study, evaluating the distribution and configuration of general purpose
instructional classrooms in the building along with other spaces that support collaborative
learning.
architecture+ proceeded to design a renovation that maximized the classroom quantity
and occupancy while working within the confines of the existing building’s challenging
structure. An existing structural column line running down the middle of the building was
used to create seating zones parallel to the high-traffic corridors. With a high volume
of students all changing class at the same time, these zones provide welcome relief
and help keep student traffic flowing. The design also addressed congestion at the two
existing primary entrances and throughout the existing narrow corridors by widening
the corridors overall and introducing lounges at the primary entrances. The renovation
provided numerous classroom configurations: smaller 30-seat classrooms, larger 60 seat
classrooms, 15-seat seminar rooms, and even smaller “sandbox” classrooms for faculty to
experiment with different teaching styles and techniques. Other spaces support distance
learning needs. The design has the added benefit of flexibility to accommodate a future
lecture hall addition that was explored during the planning and programming phase.
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While the interior renovations maximized the building’s space and functional potential,
the original painted metal single-pane curtain wall system was holding back the
building’s potential for energy efficiency and integration with the more modern campus
elements. The project was able to incorporate the curtain wall’s replacement with a much
more energy efficient system. The use of spandrel glass in place of the old matte, painted
panels makes the whole building feel more open and accessible, while introducing
horizontal sunshades helps manage the solar impact on the classrooms.
This project required that the mechanical system for the first and second floors be entirely
replaced to provide mechanical ventilation and air conditioning. A new mechanical
room was created in the basement, and the original 1960’s chiller for the entire
building complex was replaced with two high-efficiency chillers to handle the added
air conditioning. The use of high-efficiency chillers, an energy recovery unit, LED light
fixtures, and occupancy sensors as well as the full replacement of the three-story curtain
wall system including new sunshades substantially increases energy efficiency.
The Lecture Hall Student Wing is located in the center of campus. The building and its
systems are connected to the Lecture Hall, which houses the majority of the University’s
large lecture halls. The Campus also relies heavily on the existing classrooms on the third
floor of the building. Accordingly, this construction project was designed and phased to
accommodate the continued occupancy of adjacent lecture hall spaces and third floor
classrooms.
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